CAPITAL CAMPAIGN DONORS

SERPENTINE WALL
Gifts of $50,000 or More

The Aslan Foundation

1772 Foundation
Albert Matheny & Jane Adair
Betsey R. Bush
Blackburn Development
Brewer Ingram Fuller Architects
Cherokee Distributing
The Clayton Family Foundation
Home Federal Bank

HOLLYHOCK
Gifts of $25,000 - $49,999

Jim & Melinda Ethier
Stephen & Nancy Land
David & Sandy Martin
Joe & Sharon Pryse
Caesar & Dorothy Stair
The Trust Company

CROCUS
Gifts of $10,000 - $24,999

Wilene R. Chalmers
Pete & Linda Claussen
Pete & Cindi DeBusk
Gideon W. Fryer
Stephen & April Harris
Sherri Lee
Robert & Diana Samples
John Z.C. Thomas
Joe & Ann Vanover
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN DONORS

FRIENDS OF WESTWOOD
Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999

- Steve and Barbara Apking
- Pat and Jane Armstrong
- Gary and Julia Bentley
- David and Judy Birdwell
- Rick and Jenny Blackburn
- Ben Clark
- Allison Easterday
- Michael and Judith Foltz
- Richard T. Fox
- Christine Hayworth
- Dan and Mary Holbrook
- Donna D. Kerr
- Bill and Gay Lyons
- William R. McNabb
- Kenneth and Cindy Moffett
- Jim and Margaret Samples
- Lisa Sorensen and Scott Schimmel
- Ellen Bebb and Finbarr Saunders
- James and Elizabeth Wall
- Stuart Worden

WESTWOOD SUPPORTERS
Gifts of $1,000 - $4,999

- Allen H. Edmondson Electrical Contractor, Inc.
  Joe and Betty Bacon
  Albert and Mary Hugh Bedinger
  Bernard and Barbara Bernstein
  Chyna Brackeen and Darrien Thomson
  Scott and Annette Brun
  Jefferson and Vicki Chapman
  Bill and Melissa Charles
  Greg and Mitzi Congleton
  Hollie Cook
  Robert and Patricia Croley
  Dishner Designs
  David and Tracy Dewhirst
  Jeannie Dulaney
  Gregory E. Erickson
  Edgar and Lynn Faust
  Scott and Lynne Fugate
  Ethiel and Michelle Garlington
  Steve and Becky Hancock
  Harrison Construction Company
  Sherman Jones
  Junior League of Knoxville
  Richard and Susan Martin
  Sean and Sara Martin
  Lorie H. and David Mathews
  Douglas J. McKamey
  Kevin Murphy
  Michael J. O’Connell
  Townes Lavidge Osborn
  Karen Sundback and John Owens
  Ellen Robinson and Peter Acly
  Frank and Judy Rothermel
  Segundo Properties
  Carter Van Deventer Slatery
  Gordon and Nancy Thomas
  Kim Trent
  Jeanette Underwood
  Georgiana Vines
  WASCO Inc.
  Dick and Susan Williams
  Cheryl Holcombe and Todd Witcher
ELLEN ADCOCK
ALFRED AND MARGO AHERMAN
GINA ANDERSON AND WALT SMITH
RICHARD AND MARY ANTONUCCI

KATIE BAHN
JAN BARBER BAILEY
DAVID AND MICHELLE BAKEWELL
ANN BENNETT AND PHIL MUMMERT
SAM AND NANCY BILLS
JON BROCK
DAVID BUTLER AND TED SMITH

MARK AND EMILY CAMPEN
SANDY AND HOPE CARLSON
KEITH CARR

GLEN AND NANCY CASTLE
H.E. AND ANNA CHRISTENBERRY
BROOKS AND KAREN CLARK
F. MICHAEL COMBS
DAWN COPPOCK
JOHN COTHAM
JOHN AND MARY LYNN COYLE
BRET AND SOMMERVILLE CULBERTSON

MARGARET DEMPSTER
PATTY COOPER AND BILL DOHN
DAN AND LISA DUNCAN

TAMARA EASTERDAY AND ERIC THOMPSON
HAROLD E. ELKINS

CHARLES AND TERRY FAULKNER

RUSSELL AND CAROLYN GALATZAN
SANDY GAMMON
MARK AND NAN GAYLORD
GORDON AND JUDY GIBSON
JENNY GLOVER
RC AND CONNIE GONZALEZ
KNOX COUNTY OLD GRAY CEMETERY
MARIANNE GREENE
BARBARA GROBICKI

SARA W. HARRIS
JOE AND CLARKE HARRISON
ANNE HART
JAMES AND JAN HART
EDITH WRIGHT HARVEY
TED AND CARLA HATHFIELD
HENRY AND PAT HENZOG
BRIAN AND ALICE HENTER
NORMA HOLMES
MELANIE FUERSTES-HUNT AND PATRICK HUNT

RICK AND BECKY JENKINS
JEFFREY AND LYNN JOHNSON
CHARLOTTE JUSTICE
JILL KEALY
JANE EILEEN KELLER
PAUL AND PEGGY KLEIN
SHARON KREIS
RUSSELL AND RUTHIE KUHLMAN

MICHAEL AND NANCY LOFARO

REV. XAVIER MANKEL
RANDOLPH MANSFIELD
ANGELA MASINI AND TERRY GROVE
SAM MAYNARD
CLAXTON AND JOSEPHINE MAYO
JOSEPHINE MAYO
BOB AND BEA MCCALLIE
SAM MCCAMY
ELIZABETH MCCARTY
NANCY MCCCLASSON
ANNE MCINTYRE
BILLY S. MCKINNEY
MELINDA MEADOR AND MILTON MCNALLY
ALICIA MERFIELD
JANICE MITCHELL AND WAYNE HONEYCUTT
JOANNA MONTGOMERY
JAY E. MOUNGER

TOM AND SALLIE NAMEY
MARILYN MORRIS NICHOLSON

NANCY O’CALLAGHAN
TOM AND ANN OSLEY FUND

ROBERT AND MARGIE PARROTT
EDWARD AND CORINNE PATRICK

Bob and Marnie Page
BONNIE PETERS
Mary Matthews Pittman
Mary Kidd and David Pope
Don and Nancy Preston
William and Rosemary Pryor

Rose Raney
John and Nancy Ray
Bert and Jennie Ritchie
Claudia and Barry Ritchie
Lee Ann Rogers and Steve Drevik
Craig and Melissa Roberson
Elaine Clark and Tim Robinson
John and Lois Ross
Ken and Patra Rule
Milton Russell
Linda Rust

John Scheb
Connie Schmid
Mrs. Robert Schriver
Teresa Scott
Jay and Trina Secor
Susan Napier-Sewell
Billie Shelby
Cindy Spangler
Mary Spengler
Marshall Stair
Ron and Connie Stanley
Roberta Sweeney

Tom and Dana Traylor
TOOTSIE ROLL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Wayne and Marilyn Toppins
David and Alice Torbett
Sally Townsend and Sam Musharbash
Joe Ben and Robin Turner

The Wakefield Corporation
Jack and Patricia Watson
Robert and Pat Watson
Terry and Donna Wertz
Jennifer Willard
Brown and Sandy Wright
Dana Strong Wyman